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Running Tech Companies
& Startups

Technology companies and startups are a unique type of business with very specific 
insurance requirements. In addition to the standard types of coverage like general 
liability insurance or property insurance, the operational risks that tech companies 
face trigger insurance needs that are solved by more nuanced lines of coverage 
like technology errors and omissions insurance and cyber liability insurance. If you 
run a technology business or are thinking about starting one, this insurance guide 
should help you understand what types of coverage to consider and why.



› Technology Errors & Omissions Insurance (E&O)
› Director’s & Officers Insurance (D&O)
› Cyber Liability Insurance
› Crime Insurance
› Employment Practices Liability
› Umbrella

Who is this guide for?

The purpose of this guide is to provide detailed descriptions and explanations of the 
business insurance policies technology companies and startups should consider 
putting in place to properly protect their operation. Feel free to use the links below 
to jump ahead to any specific policies you’d like to learn more about.

Startups
There are a number of insurance policies that tech startups should 
take time to understand. For example, coverage like directors and 
officers insurance (D&O) is often mandatory if you have raised or are 
planning to raise money from outside investors like venture capital.

Software & Services
Tech companies who provide services or develop and maintain 
software, including SaaS companies, need to pay close attention to 
technology errors and omissions insurance (E&O) which provides 
protection in the event that your service or software fails.

What We’ll Cover



The Foundation

The key to a thorough business insurance strategy for technology companies 
begins with a thoughtful foundation of coverage that only an experienced insurance 
provider can provide. Like most types of businesses, tech companies and startups 
need to, at the very lease, put in place a general liability insurance policy or a 
business owner’s policy (BOP). In fact, many of the additional coverage types 
we’ll discuss below cannot be purchased without general liability already in place. 
In addition to GL or BOP, tech companies should strongly consider adding a 
commercial auto liabilty insurance policy. It’s common for tech companies to utilize 
salespeople who travel to visit current and prospective clients in person leaving the 
company itself exposed for any accidents that occur when a company employee is 
driving for a work-related purpose.

Commercial auto insurance is one of the most affordable types of business insurance out there 
despite the fact that a high percentage of commercial insurance claims involve an auto accident.



The best tech insurance strategies package 
complementary policies.

Layr CEO Phillip Naples
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Technology Errors & Omissions 
Insurance

Tech E&O, as it is often called, is arguably the most important policy that a tech 
company can purchase as it is the first line of defense when the service or digital 
product that they sell fails. Because the insurance industry doesn’t recognize 
software as a product, the product liability that is included with many general 
liability or business owner’s policies won’t provide any protection for the types of 
products and services many of today’s technology companies provide. Consider, 
for example, that you own a SaaS startup that provides marketing automation 
software to small businesses. If your software fails because of, say, a DDoS attack 
resulting in your paying users being unable to market to their customers, each 
of your users potentially has a claim against your company for the revenue they 
lost when your service went down. This is just one example of when a technology 
errors and omissions insurance policy would respond.

• Miscellaneous Errors & Omissions
Many tech companies are using technology to specifically deliver traditional 
business services in a more modern digital manner. If your service is not 
historically technology oriented then you need to consider including a 
miscellaneous E&O policy. An example of the type of company that would 
need this coverage is an online lending platform. While they are leveraging 
technology to make borrowing money easily accessible online, the business of 
lending money is still largely conducted through physical banks and with paper 
applications. As a result, the insurance industry will treat an online lending 
platform like a traditional financial institution that would require a miscellaneous 
errors and omissions policy.



Directors & Officers 
Insurance

D&O, as this type of insurance is more commonly referred to, is specifically designed 
to protect current and past directors and officers of the company primarily from 
lawsuits and litigation where the party filing the complaint is claiming they were 
injured financially because the directors or officers mismanaged the company. This 
particular form of insurance provides protection for the actual individual officers 
and directors and the entity and the company pays the premium and is listed as the 
insured. Because the personal assets of directors and officers of a company are 
exposed, it is very important that every tech firm purchase this line of coverage as 
soon as they are able. In fact, as a company grows its exposure grows along with 
it and this line of coverage will become more important. Finally, because investors 
often take a seat on the board of the companies they invest in thus becoming a 
director, these investors will require the coverage be purchased in order to protect 
their personal assets and the assets of the investment fund they represent and 
invest through.

While this coverage will respond to defend against criminal investigations, D&O insurance will 
not provide protection for directors or officers who cause financial damage to another party as 
a result of fraudulent or intentionally illegal acts they commit. In the unfortunate event that your 
company has a D&O claim, expect the insurance carrier to perform a thorough investigation to 
ensure that fraud was not the cause of any alleged damages.



Cyber Liability & Data 
Breach Insurance

Generally, cyber liability insurance provides protection when a tech company 
experiences a loss or data breach of sensitive or private information. This includes 
things like email addresses, personally identifying customer information, corporate 
confidential information, credit card numbers, or health records. Notably, most 
cyber liability policies only respond by covering third-party damages or damages 
affecting someone who is not the policyholder. Examples of what cyber insurance 
covers include:

• The costs to defend and settle a lawsuit if the policyholder is sued by the victim 
or victims of a data breach.

• The costs credit card companies incur to reissue lost or stolen credit cards as 
a result of a data breach.

The most robust and complete cyber insurance strategies include cyber liability 
insurance that specifically provides protection for both first and third party damages 
and that integrates closely with more traditional insurance lines like a crime policy 
a property policy. At Layr, we are working hard to bring cyber products to market 
that provide well-rounded protection. Our cyber liability and data breach insurance 
starts at just $50 per month for a pre-underwritten instant issue policy that provides 
$250,000 in protection against first-party damages as well as many third-party 
damages offering a fast and economical way to get protection in place. For larger 
companies where $250,000 isn’t enough, we have more robust customizable 
cyber liability policies that we place along with crime and property policies that 
specifically respond to the threats the customer is most likely to face.

https://withlayr.com/cyber-liability-insurance/?utm_source=resource&utm_medium=download&utm_campaign=tech-insurance


Crime Insurance

A proper crime policy from an A-rated insurance carrier is an important policy that 
fills gaps in cyber liability and technology errors and omissions policies. As we just 
discussed above, most cyber liability insurance policies only provide protection 
against third-party damages. Crime insurance is specifically designed to extend 
protection to first-party damages which are often the result of a crime being 
committed. Examples of first-party damages that would likely be covered by a 
crime policy:

• Money lost as a result of unauthorized bank transfers or illicit payroll runs. 

• Whaling, or cases where a company representative is tricked or coerced into 
sending or moving money.



Employment Practices 
Liability Insurance

Employment practices liability insurance, or EPLI as you may have heard it called, 
provides protection to companies who have employees against claims by current 
or former employees for things like discrimination, wrongful termination, or sexual 
harassment. While most companies are aware of worker’s compensation insurance 
which is legally mandated, employment practices insurance is a less known type 
of insurance. For technology companies, the risk of injury or illness is lower as a 
result of the fact that the majority of its employees work on a computer at a desk. 
As a result, the work comp rates they pay are often some of the lowest. However, 
the risk of an employee claiming they were wrongfully terminated or passed up for 
a promotion based on their race might still be high. And while companies can do 
their best to instill a culture that is safe and friendly for employees, it only takes one 
bad employee or manager to create a situation that gives rise to an EPLI claim. For 
this reason, employment practices insurance is something all tech companies and 
startups should strongly consider especially as hiring accelerates and the teams 
begin to grow.

For more detailed information about employment practices liability insurance along with some 
employment and human resources best practices advice, consider reading this employment 
practices liability insurance blog post.

https://withlayr.com/blog/education/questions/what-is-employment-practices-insurance/?utm_source=resource&utm_medium=download&utm_campaign=tech-insurance
https://withlayr.com/blog/education/questions/what-is-employment-practices-insurance/?utm_source=resource&utm_medium=download&utm_campaign=tech-insurance


Umbrella

An umbrella policy is one of the easier commercial lines of insurance for business 
owners to understand. Just like with personal insurance and as the policy name 
implies, an umbrella policy is an additional layer of protection that sits on top of 
any existing liability policies. For example, if you purchase $5,000,000 of umbrella 
coverage, you literally have $5,000,000 of protection in addition to the limits of 
your general liability and commercial auto liability policies. Most importantly, a 
standalone umbrella insurance policy will cost you much less than simply increasing 
the coverage limits on your other liability policies.

As a rule, umbrella insurance only extends to other liability insurance policies. For example, 
umbrella policies do not provide additional protection for property insurance. Additionally, cyber 
liability insurance is an exception to this rule. So, because it’s excluded from umbrella protection, 
make sure you’re always selecting an appropriate limit when purchasing cyber liability or data 
breach insurance.



The product you need but 
never want to use.

Obviously, we hope that everyone reading this never needs the insurance products 
we sell, but we know that a thorough and comprehensive liability insurance 
strategy is key to running and growing a successful SaaS startup or company. We 
hope you’ve found this guide helpful in understanding the roles that the various 
insurance policies we discussed fill and why each is uniquely important to software 
as a service businesses.



Layr has created a smart business insurance platform that enables businesses 
to purchase and manage their liability insurance online from anywhere. Our 
recommendation engine walks customers through the process of selecting the 
right insurance for their company, instantly quoting a monthly price that can be 
paid with a credit card, and intelligently matching the selection with the A-rated 
insurance carrier best suited to provide the coverage.

Interested in learning more? Feel free to give us a call at (888) 897-4428, email us 
at hello@layrins.com, or visit our website at www.withlayr.com.

How We Can Help?

mailto:hello%40layrins.com?subject=
https://withlayr.com/go/?utm_source=resource&utm_medium=download&utm_campaign=saas-insurance

